Banking Virtual Assistant, by Kore.AI, brings conversational banking to your account holders

Automate and streamline the account holder experience with an intelligent, virtual assistant that provides human-like user experience for day-to-day retail banking tasks.

Located within FusionFabric.cloud, Virtual Banking Assistant, acts as an additional feature inside your digital banking application.

Personalize your banking experience through an easy-to-use, automated chatbot. Use machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) to turn simple commands into completed tasks. Gain actionable data for deeper insights and stronger results.

Provide new dimensions to existing product and service channels with Kore.AI’s Banking Virtual Assistant.

A powerful transformation in user experience

- **Personalized engagement**: Give your account holders a human-like experience with a personal banking assistant
- **Easy-to-use**: The Virtual Banking Assistant was designed to mimic human interactions so that it is intuitive for the non-technical savvy users
- **Omni-channel support**: Mobile or online, Virtual Banking Assistant is equipped to assist most digital banking needs
- **Seamless transitions**: When questions are too complex, a seamless transition to a real person ensures a complete account holder experience
- **Mitigate risk**: Actionable, simple options for time-sensitive or fraudulent notifications allow users to respond quickly

A powerful transformation for the institution

- **Engagement**: Enhance end user engagement through personalized experiences
- **Easy access**: Increase digital banking adoption with an additional communication channel
- **Savings**: Save time and resources by automating common questions
- **Configurable**: From branding, to the assistant name, FAQs, and responses, Virtual Banking Assistant is highly configurable, to meet unique needs
- **24/7 Support**: Automated intake and responses for immediate recommendations triage of 24/7 service and support requests
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